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Abstract 

Many efforts in past years have been made to lower 

the linguistic barriers for non-native English speakers 

to access the Internet. IDNA [2] focuses on access to 

Internationalized Domain Names (IDN) in a range of 

scripts that is broader in scope than the original ASCII. 

However, the use of character variants that have 
similar appearances and/or interpretations could 

create confusion. A variant IDL (Internationalized 

Domain Label), derived from an IDL by replacing 

some characters with their variants, should match the 

original IDL. In JET Guidelines [6], it is suggested 
that zone administrators model this concept of 

equivalence as an atomic IDL package that contains 

the variant IDLs generated according to the Language 

Variant Tables (LVT). In addition to the registered IDL, 

some of the variant IDLs are activated and stored in 

the zone files and thus become resolvable. However, an 
issue of scalability arises when the number of the 

activated variant IDLs is large. 

In this paper, we present a mechanism to resolve the 

variant IDLs in an IDL package into the registered IDL. 

Specifically, we target Han character variants. Two 

Han characters are said to be variants of each other if 
they have the same meaning and are pronounced the 

same. Furthermore, Han character variants usually 

have similar appearances. We introduce a new 

resource record (RR) type, denoted as VarIdx, to 

associate the variant IDLs with the registered IDL. 

Experiment results show that a small number of VarIdx 
RRs are sufficient for enumerating all variant IDLs in 

an IDL package. We then present a redirection service 

that uses VarIdx RRs to redirect user requests with 

variant IDLs to the URLs with the corresponding 

registered IDLs. 

Keyword: Internationalized Domain Name, Han 

Character Variant, Localization 

1. Introduction 

The composition of traditional Internet domain 

names is restricted to ASCII letters, digits, and hyphens 

[1]. The introduction of Internationalized Domain 

Name (IDN) allows people to use their native language 

to name and access Internet hosts. The IETF IDN 

workgroup [11] focused on the development of a 

standard to access IDNs. This work resulted in one 

primary protocol [2], known as IDNA, and three 

supporting protocols [3]-[5] that handle the encoding 

and decoding of Unicode [9][10] strings into and out of 

domain labels. However, the use of characters that 

have similar appearances and/or interpretations could 

create confusion. For example, Cyrillic A (U+0410
1
)

and ASCII A (U+0041) have the same appearance but 

are identified by different code points in computers, as 

do Cyrillic  (U+0430) and ASCII a (U+0061). Note 

that ASCII capital letters and small letters are 

considered as case-insensitive, e.g. A (U+0041)=a 

(U+0061), when they are used in a domain name [1]. 

Two Han characters are said to be (character) 

variants of each other if they have the same meaning 

and are pronounced the same. Furthermore, Han 

character variants usually have similar appearances. 

For example,  (U+6E05) and  (U+6DF8) are 

variants of each other, as are  (U+771F) and 

(U+771E). Chinese recognize 
2
 (mosque) and 

3
 as equivalents. Clearly, this will cause 

confusion if the two terms achieve different results 

when they are used to access a network object. A 

variant IDL (Internationalized Domain Label), derived 

from an IDL by replacing some characters with their 

variants, should match the original IDL. If variant 

IDLs are registered by different name holders, the 

confusion may cause serious consumer protection 

problems. For example, tricksters may register 
4

to cheat users who want to access 
5
 (National 

                                          
1 In this paper, the Unicode characters are identified by their code 

points. The notation U+12AB, for example, indicates the character at 

the position 12AB (hexadecimal) in the Unicode table. 
2 U+6E05 U+771F U+5BFA. 
3 U+6DF8 U+771E U+5BFA. 
4 U+570B U+7A0E U+5C40. 
5 U+570B U+7A05 U+5C40. 
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Taxation Bureau). Cybersquatters may register 
6

to extort money from the name holder who owns 
7
 (Academia Sinica). 

Han character variant relationships are very 

complicated [14][18][19]; some are context-free, while 

others are context-sensitive. Some are used more 

frequently, and some are only found in ancient 

literature. In addition, variant relationships recognized 

in one region may not be recognized in other regions. 

Due to region-specific interpretations of strings 

used in IDNs, the confusion may require different 

solutions. In [13], a multi-layer search model is 

proposed to address linguistic issues for the DNS. In 

JET Guidelines [6], a set of IDN guidelines is defined 

for applying restrictions to Chinese, Japanese and 

Korean (CJK) scripts and the zones that use these 

scripts. Each zone is allowed to define its own local 

rules for permitted characters and the handling of IDLs 

and their variants. The Language Variant Table (LVT) 

mechanisms are used to enforce language-based 

character variant preferences. When an IDL is 

registered, a collection of variant IDLs, known as an 

IDL package, is created according to the zone-specified 

LVTs. The IDL package is atomic that prevents 

consumer protection problems, such as cybersquatting. 

In addition to the registered IDL, the name holder 

may ask the registry to activate some of the variant 

IDLs. The registry can use the DNAME [8] and 

CNAME [1] resource records (RR) to enumerate the 

activated variant IDLs in the zone files, as shown in 

Figure 2. Thus, the activated variant IDLs become 

resolvable. However, an issue of scalability arises 

when the number of the activated variant IDLs is large. 

In addition, some Internet services perform not only 

domain name lookups. For example, web and email 

services use a whole domain name to identify a 

network object and, therefore, service administrations 

have to enumerate the variant IDNs as aliases. The 

number of the variant IDNs is usually much larger than 

the number of the variant IDLs. For an IDN composed 

of three labels, each of which has three variant IDLs, 

the number of its variant IDNs is 64 (43
). Such IDNs 

are not unusual when Han character variants are used. 

A mechanism to resolve the variant IDLs into the 

registered IDL is therefore needed. 

This paper presents a mechanism to resolve the 

variant IDLs in an IDL package into its registered IDL. 

Specifically, we target Han character variants.  A new 

RR type, denoted as VarIdx, is introduced to associate 

the variant IDLs with the registered IDL. To address 

the issue of scalability, OR-AND-like [12] variant 

                                          
6 U+4E20 U+784F U+9662. 
7 U+4E20 U+7814 U+9662. 

expressions are used to enumerate variant IDLs. An 

indexing function is designed to give the same value, 

denoted as the variant index, to all of the variant IDLs 

enumerated by a variant expression. When an IDL is 

registered, its variant IDLs are partitioned according to 

the indexing function so that the variant IDLs in each 

part are enumerated by a single variant expression and 

have the same variant index. For each part, a VarIdx 

RR, labeled as the variant index, is stored in the zone 

files to associate the variant expression with the 

registered IDL. Therefore, Internet applications can use 

any of the activated variant IDLs to look up the VarIdx 

RRs and thus the registered IDL. 

We set up a web redirection server that uses VarIdx 

RRs to resolve the variant IDLs into the registered IDL. 

A "*" RR [1] is stored in the zone files so that user 

requests with unregistered labels in the corresponding 

domain will be sent to the redirection server. Upon 

receiving a user request, the redirection server tries to 

look up the VarIdx RRs. If the right VarIdx RR is found, 

the request can be redirected to the URL with the 

registered IDL, as shown in Figure 1. By cascading the 

redirection service in each domain, user requests with 

variant IDNs can be redirected to the URLs with the 

registered IDNs label by label. 

Figure 1: A scenario that demonstrates how a request 

with a variant IDL is redirected to the URL with the 
registered IDL. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 

In Section 2, we describe the VarIdx RR and indexing 

functions. In Section 3, we present the cascaded 

redirection service. Finally, in Section 4, we give our 

conclusions. 

2. Resolution of Variant IDLs 

2.1. VarIdx Resource Records 

When an IDL is registered, an IDL package is 

created according to the zone-specific LVTs. The 

package consists of the registered IDL and its variant 

IDLs in which some character variants listed in the 

LVTs substitute for the original characters. For 
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example, 
8
 is a variant IDL of the IDL 

9
 (National Taiwan University), because 

(U+53F0) is a variant of  (U+81FA). The IDL 

package of the IDL  can be described by the 

OR-AND-like variant expression, 

[ ][ ][ ][ ]
10

 according to LVTtwcn,

the LVTs proposed in [16]. Since some 

(context-sensitive) variants, e.g.  (U+6AAF), 

(U+7C49), and  (U+98B1), are not proper variants 

of  (U+81FA) in this context, only the variant IDLs 

enumerated by [ ][ ][ ][ ] are activated. 

To address the issue of scalability, a new RR type, 

denoted as VarIdx, is introduced to associate the 

variant expression with the registered IDL, as shown in 

Figure 3. For the IDL , a VarIdx RR that 

specifies "[ ][ ][ ][ ]→ " is stored 

in the zone files. 

2.2. Construction of Indexing Functions 

For Internet applications to access VarIdx RRs, we 

want to design an indexing function H() that gives the 

same value, denoted as the variant index, to all of the 

variant IDLs enumerated by a variant expression. 

The idea is to assign the same value to character 

variants. If C1 and C2 are variants of each other, we 

assign H(C1)=H(C2). For an IDL L=X1X2…Xd, we 

assign H(L)=H(X1)H(X2)…H(Xd). If Xk (1≤k≤d) and X'
are variants of each other, by definition, 

L'=X1…Xk-1X'Xk+1…Xd is a variant IDL of L. It is easy 

to see that H(L') equals H(L). We construct the 

indexing function as follows. 

Character variants are grouped together, according 

to the zone-specific LVTs, as shown in Figure 4. A 

character that does not have any variants forms a group 

on its own. Note that because of the transitive law, two 

characters may be grouped together even if they are not 

variants of each other. After grouping all character 

variants, we assign a unique value for each group. For 

a n-member group G={C1, C2, …, Cn}, we assign

H(C1)=H(C2)=…=H(Cn)=MIN(C1, C2, …, Cn).

For each zone, we can construct an indexing 

function such that it will give the same variant index to 

all variant IDLs in an IDL package registered in that 

zone. For example, Htwcn(), the index function 

constructed according to LVTtwcn, will give the same 

variant index to all variant IDLs in an IDL package 

registered in a zone that adopts LVTtwcn.

                                          
8 U+53F0 U+7063 U+5927 U+5B78. 
9 U+81FA U+7063 U+5927 U+5B78. 
10 [U+81FA U+53F0 U+6AAF U+7C49 U+98B1][U+7063 
U+6E7E][U+5927][U+5B78 U+5B66]. 

Figure 2: Enumeration of variant IDLs. 

H(L ) VarIdx VE->L

...

H(L1 )

L

RRs

...

H(Ln )

...

H(L2 )

Figure 3: Enumeration of variant IDLs as a variant 

expression. 

Figure 4 Grouping variants according to LVTtwcn.

However, individual zones may adopt different 

LVTs. For example, an IDN registry may recognize 

(U+82B8) as a variant of  (U+85DD), and 

(U+767A) as a variant of  (U+767C). Assume that 

a name holder registers an IDL 
11

 and its 

activated variant IDLs are enumerated by 

E=[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]
12

. It is easy to 

see that Htwcn() will not give the same variant index to 

all of these variant IDLs. 

Instead of using a proprietary indexing function, we 

can partition the variant IDLs enumerated by E into 

four parts as follows: [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ],

[ ][ ][ ][ ][ ], [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ],

and [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ]. Consequently, Htwcn() gives 

, , , and 

respectively to the variant IDLs in each of the four 

                                          
11 U+624D U+85DD U+767C U+8868 U+6703. 
12 [U+624D][U+85DD U+517F U+827A U+82B8][U+767C 
U+5F42 U+53D1 U+767A][U+8868][U+6703 U+4F1A]. 
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parts. Note that the four variant indices can be 

enumerated by [ ][ ][ ][ ][ ].

Given an indexing function, H(), for a registered 

IDL L=X1
1X2

1
…Xd

1
 and its activated variant IDLs, A,

which can be enumerated by the variant expression 

E=[X1
1X1

2
…X1

m(1)
][X2

1X2
2
…X2

m(2)
]…[Xd

1Xd
2
…Xd

m(d)
],

where Xi
2
,…, Xi

m(i)
 are proper variants of Xi

1
 for 1≤i≤d,

we can decompose E such that 

E= 1≤j(i)≤k(i)[∏1
j(1)

][∏2
j(2)

]…[∏d
j(d)

], where ∏i
1
, ∏i

2
,…, 

∏i
k(i)

 is a partition of {Xi
1
, Xi

2
,…, Xi

m(i)
} according to 

H() for 1≤i≤d; i.e., 

 1) ∏i
1∪∏i

2∪…∪∏i
k(i)

={Xi
1
, Xi

2
,…, Xi

m(i)
},

 2) ∀a≠b, ∏i
a∩∏i

b
=∅,

 3) ∀a, x∈∏i
a
, y∈∏i

a
, H(x)=H(y), and 

 4) ∀a≠b, x∈∏i
a
, y∈∏i

b
, H(x)≠H(y).

In other words, we can partition A such that H() will 

give the same variant index to all variant IDLs in each 

part enumerated by [∏1
j(1)

][∏2
j(2)

]…[∏d
j(d)

], where 

1≤j(i)≤k(i) for 1≤i≤d. Note that the set of different 

variant indices I=Unique({H(L')|L'∈A}) is 

∪1≤j(i)≤k(i){H(x1)H(x2)…H(xd)|xi∈∏i
j(i)

 for 1≤i≤d}, and 

the number of different variant indices |I| is 

k(1)*k(2)*…*k(d), where Unique() is the function that 

returns the set of each unique member in the input set. 

Since the indexing function may give two characters 

the same value, even if they are not variants of each 

other, the indexing function may give two IDLs the 

same variant index, even if they are not variant IDLs of 

each other. For example, H() will give the following 

two IDLs 
13

 (typhoon) and 
14

 (stage manner) 

the same variant index. If both IDLs are registered, 

there will be two VarIdx RRs labeled as the same 

variant index. This phenomenon is referred to as a

collision. Therefore, Internet applications must verify 

each of the returned VarIdx RRs to make sure the right 

VarIdx RR is used in the variant IDL resolution. 

The pseudo code of variant IDL resolution is as 

follows: 
Function ResolveVariantIDL (String L, String D)

{

 // L is the variant IDL 

 // D is the domain 

RRs = DNS Lookup (H(L).D, VarIdx) 

 foreach rr in (RRs){

  if (L is in rr.variant_expression) { 

   return rr.registered_IDL 

  } 

 } 

 return Not_Registered 

}

                                          
13 U+98B1 U+98A. 
14 U+81FA U+98A8. 

2.3. A Study of Indexing Functions 

In this subsection, we present a preliminary study of 

two indexing functions. The first is Htwcn(); and the 

second, Hunihan(), is constructed according to the 

Unihan database [17]. In general, the variant 

relationships listed in LVTtwcn are recognized more 

specifically than those in the Unihan database. We 

consider an indexing function good when it meets the 

following requirements: 1) for an IDL, the number of 

VarIdx RRs required for enumerating its variant IDLs 

is small, and 2) there are few collisions of variant 

indices, even in a large domain, i.e., in which 

thousands or maybe more IDLs are registered. 

We collected 21,374 IDLs registered in the ccTLD 

registry, TWNIC [22], which employs a registration 

policy that allows a registered IDL to associate with 

both Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese in the 

domain .tw. Table 1 shows some statistics of these 

IDLs. Although the average number of the variant 

IDLs that an IDL may have is small, the maximum 

number is large. As shown in Figure 5, the longer an 

IDL, the more variant IDLs it might have. We observe 

that 861 IDLs have more than 64 variant IDLs; and 28 

IDLs have more than 512 variant IDLs. Although the 

ratio of these IDLs is small, they do have a large 

number of variant IDLs. 

However, on average, we need to store only one 

VarIdx RR in the zone files to enumerate all variant 

IDLs when either Htwcn() or Hunihan() is used, as shown 

in Figure 5. The maximum numbers of required VarIdx 

RRs are also small, as shown in Table 2. The issue of 

scalability is successfully eliminated. 

Table 2 also shows the maximum collisions pre 

variant index. At most two VarIdx RRs have the same 

variant index when either Htwcn() or Hunihan() is used. 

Note that the number of maximum collisions limits the 

foreach iterations in the procedure 

ResolveVariantIDL(). 

3. Cascaded Redirection Services 

We built a trial IDN service of a three-level DNS 

hierarchy consisting of six domains. Complying with 

JET Guidelines, when an IDL is registered, an atomic 

IDL package is created according to LVTtwcn. However, 

we store only the registered IDL in the zone files. 

Figure 6 is a snapshot of the six domains. We use Htwcn() 

to partition the activated variant IDLs. For each part, 

we store a VarIdx RR to associate the variant 

expression with the registered IDL. The VarIdx RR is 

simulated by using a TXT RR [1] as follows. 

variant_index TXT VARIDX:\ 

   variant_expression registered_IDL 
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Table 1: Statistics of registered IDLs in TWNIC 

Total IDLs Avg. 
length 

Avg. number of 
variant IDLs 

Max. number of 
variant IDLs 

21,374 6.15 11.1 2,048 

Table 2: Experiment results. 

Htwcn() Hunihan()

Maximum number of required 

VarIdx RRs per registered IDL 

2 4 

Maximum collisions per variant 
index 

2 2 
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Figure 5: Number of required VarIdx RRs. 

We set up a web redirection server that uses VarIdx 

RRs to resolve variant IDLs into the corresponding 

registered IDL. In each of the six domains, we store a 

"*" RR in the zone files so that the domain name 

servers will return the IP address of the redirection 

server when an unregistered label in that domain is 

queried. The redirection server runs an Apache HTTP 

server that listens on popular HTTP service ports and is 

configured to execute a redirection script when a user 

requests an object on a host whose name matches 

"*.idns". 

When an unregistered label in the six domains is 

used to access a web object, the request will be sent to 

the redirection server. The redirection script examines 

the domain name in the request header and tries to 

resolve the domain name into the registered IDN. Since 

different browsers send the URL in different charset 

encodings, such as GB-2312/GBK, BIG5 or UTF-8, 

the script first tries to recognize the charset encoding 

by converting the URL from a candidate encoding to 

Unicode. The encodings to be tested, together with 

their priorities, are pre-assigned by the administrators 

of the redirection service. If the conversion succeeds, 

the script retrieves the unregistered IDL from the 

domain name, computes the variant index, and tries to 

look up VarIdx RRs. If the DNS returns a VarIdx RR 

that enumerates the IDL in the variant expression, the 

script finds the registered IDL. It then replaces the 

variant IDL with the registered IDL and redirects the 

request to the new URL. 

If there are other unregistered labels in the new 

URL, the resolution described above will be invoked in 

a cascading manner in the corresponding subdomain 

until the redirection server finally returns the URL with 

the registered IDN, as shown in Figure 7, or the 

redirection server cannot resolve the unregistered label. 

Note that the response time of a request may be long if 

multiple redirections are involved. However, 

subsequent requests will use the registered IDN. 

In some zone administrations, the URL can be 

redirected to more than two URLs because different 

charset encodings are used. For example, .
15

encoded in GB-2312 is the same as .
16

encoded in BIG5. We believe that this situation can 

best be prevented during IDL registration. Currently, 

the script returns a page that lists these URLs so that 

users can click the correct URL. In other words, we 

give different charset encodings the same priority. 

3.1. Experiment Results 

Under the domain idns, we registered five IDN 

subdomains forming a three-level DNS hierarchy. 

Under these subdomains, we registered 48 IDNs, 

which had a total of 1,915 variant IDNs. Table 3 shows 

the number of the variant IDLs and required VarIdx 

RRs. The issue of scalability is eliminated because 

only one VarIdx RR is required per registered IDL. 

We used variant IDNs with different web browsers 

on different platforms to access the registered IDNs. 

Character variants that are either context-free or 

context-sensitive were used to form the variant IDNs. 

Experiment results show that the VarIdx RRs provide 

sufficient information for the redirection server to 

redirect user requests by resolving the variant IDNs 

into the registered IDNs. 

4. Conclusions 

Based on the LVT mechanisms, we present the 

resolution of the variant IDLs in an IDL package into 

its registered IDL with the help of VarIdx RRs. The 

complexity of Han character variant relationships is 

handled by atomic IDL packages. To address the issue 

of scalability that arises when the number of the variant 

IDLs is large, VarIdx RRs use variant expressions to 

enumerate the variant IDLs. An indexing function is 

designed to give the same variant index to the variant 

IDLs enumerated by a variant expression. Therefore, 

Internet applications can use any of the variant IDLs to 

look up the VarIdx RRs and, thus, the registered IDL. 

                                          
15 U+516C U+53F8. U+5357 U+4EAC. 
16 U+9F20 U+4F97. U+9C0D U+5114. 
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Figure 6: A snapshot of the trial IDN service. 

Figure 7: Cascaded Redirection Services 

Table 3: Number of RRs registered in the zone files 

Variant 
subdomains 

Registered 
RRs 

Variant 
IDLs 

Registered 
RRs 

Variant 
IDNs 

52 5 VarIdx 

+ 5 NS 

195 48 VarIdx 

+ 48 A 

1,915 

We started with a trial IDN service of six domains. 

Meanwhile, we set up a redirection server and stored a 

"*" RR in the zone files of each of the six domains so 

that user requests with unregistered labels in these 

domains will be served by the redirection server. Upon 

receiving a user request, the redirection server 

computes the variant index of the unregistered label, 

and tries to look up the VarIdx RRs. If there exists the 

right VarIdx RR, the server redirects the user request to 

the new URL by replacing the variant IDL with the 

registered IDL. Experiment results show that VarIdx 

RRs provide sufficient information for variant IDL 

resolution. 

In our trial IDN service, we used the same LVT and, 

thus, the same indexing function in the six domains. 

However, individual domains may have their own rules 

about permitted characters and the variant relationships 

of these characters. The preliminary study of different 

indexing functions described in Section 2 indicates that 

an indexing function may exist for global use. In our 

future research we will focus on the investigation of 

the global indexing function and other applications of 

VarIdx RRs, including IDN emails. 
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